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Abstract: What is the philosophical basis of your economic
beliefs and so your academic research? Following Schumpeter,
is it to support “disruptive innovation” in capitalism through
startups? If so, how to do it effectively? (Hint: Software
entrepreneurship.) Can we additionally satisfy Rawls’ vision of a
just society where the economically disadvantaged have fair
access? (Yes! Through social entrepreneurship). How can we
use our specialized competence and intellectual capacity to write
high-quality, mathematically sophisticated papers to create
prosperity in society, save lives in an equitable manner while
having fun (and making money) doing it? Scientific
Entrepreneurship has been an enormously satisfying vocation for
over a century in many areas of intellectual pursuit. Why not do it in POM? I want to take
the occasion of this plenary lecture to discuss my main preoccupation for the last 25 years:
how to choose our research topics, and how best to “bring to market” our academic
research to make an impact — leave a lasting imprint if we can — on practice, commercial
and social. Using SmartOps (my software company that provides enterprise inventory
optimization (EIO) for Fortune 500/Global 2000 companies, acquired by SAP) and OrganJet
(my social enterprise that provides fair access to organ transplantation) as primary
examples, I will discuss a repeatable four-step process — problem identification, partner
choice, selecting the appropriate value creating mechanism, executing “management
mechanics” for staged implementation — that can operationalize a philosophy of a scientific
life in pursuit of making our society better.
Time permitting, I will also discuss additional examples from the “sharing economy” (private
jets via Flight Options, designer clothes through Rent-the-Runway), dynamic ads in multiplayer video games (Massive Incorporated, acquired by Microsoft), lean operations and
private equity to fend off state-capitalism from China (using a wind energy portfolio firm as
an example), use of machine learning (in OmniChannel retailing, through a startup, a coinvestment with Bain) and pharmaco-genomics (clinical study on optimized Warfarin
dosage) among others. The opportunities are infinite, and Universities— and POM research
professors with an eye towards practice— are well positioned to continue to make
significant contributions to society.
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